
 

       Golf Workshops   
with MIKE CALBOT “The Golf Doctor” 

        One to One Private Instruction 
 

                                    

    “Building confidence through  

better understanding.” 
 

BALL FLIGHT WORKSHOP…………. $425.00 

Three hours one to one session all on video. 
 

Understanding the laws and principles of ball flight.  

How principles apply and application of various techniques. 

Drills to learn how to control flights. 

Purpose: 
Understanding why and how the ball curves. How to access 

any pin placement to hit the winning shots. How to get out of 

difficult situations. How to play from the rough, from divots, 

uneven lies and trouble shots. 

SHORT GAME and BUNKER PLAY….... $425.00 

Three hours one to one session all on video. 
 

How to play from 20 yards and in to the flag, the real key of 

saving strokes. Learn pitch shots that stop on a dime, pitch   

and run shots, lob wedge shots, shots from fringe, out of  

rough, ball setting down and up on a fluffy lie, from hard pan, 

even off pine needles. Drills to practice for improving         

technique and touch. 
 

Putting:  Styles and techniques along with reading of greens. 

Bunker Play:  How to play from greenside bunkers. How to 

escape from any lie, good or bad, wet and dry sand.  Drills to 

practice so you have no fear of shots because you understand 

them. 

FULL SWING WORKSHOP………………. $425.00 

Three hours one to one session all on video. 
 

A true understanding of how to master YOUR swing. 

Learn how the basics affect the entire swing motion. 

Understanding the pre-swing principles of grip, aim, 

posture and stance.  The simple motion of the swing 

through the understanding of “Dynamic Balance”. 

Drills to improve flexibility, balance, feel, general and 

specific motion of the swing.  Establishing a sound 

pre-shot routine.  Specifically what you need to work 

on for swing advancement. 
 

To book a workshop session with Mike Calbot  

“The Golf Doctor”or for additional information call 

(239)-482-0900 

For more information 
 

Golf Studio Phone (239) 482-0900 
 

WWW.GOLFDOCTORUSA.COM 
Email: mikecalbot@golfdoctorusa.com 

 Over 43 Years of Experience 
 Advanced Video Golf Instruction 

 Private Instruction by Appointment Only 

 On - Course Playing Instruction 

 Instruction packages week, month, year 

 Golf Workshops - Short Game, Full Swing 

 One, Two, Three Day Golf Schools 

 Instructional and Coaching Programs 

 Corporate Clinics & Trick-Shot Exhibitions 

Would you like to 

play better golf ?  

 

The Mike Calbot  

International Golf  

Academy 

Mike Calbot  

“The Golf Doctor” 
 

Seen weekly  for over 32 years 

on television Wink-News a CBS 

affiliate with his golf tip series 

the “Golf Doctor.” Sunday’s at 

7:50 am news cast 

 Is home to 



         Mike Calbot is the 

Director of Instruction at 

Old Corkscrew Golf 

Club.  

      His 45 plus years of  

teaching experience as a 

golf swing analyst,     

master instructor and 

world renowned  

professional golf trick 

shot artist has allowed 

him to be one of the most 

sought after professionals 

in golf today. 
 

Mike has coached and 

instructed many PGA, 

LPGA, Senior and 

European tour players. 
  

His detailed procedures and planned, progressive 

practice programs quickly elevate the skills of the 

average golfer as well as the novice and beginner.  Many 

junior golfers have been awarded college scholarships 

with Mike’s coaching and instruction.  Some turned  

professional and went on to become multiple winners on 

the PGA & LPGA Tours.   

When experience counts you will enjoy the fact that 

Mike has given over 87,000 lessons privately and in 

clinics.  Mike actually introduced video instruction to 

SWF in 1974 and later, in 1979-81, was a guest lecturer 

to 19 PGA Sections on using video communication for 

teaching golf . 
 

Calbot has been seen by millions on his 32 year golf tip 

series “The Golf Doctor” seen weekly on Wink-News 

CBS affiliate.  Mike also gives weekly golf tip  

segments for WHERETOPLAYGOLF.COM an  

international syndicated radio / TV weekly show. 

What can the Mike Calbot  

International Golf Academy  

do for me? 
 

Offer you quality golf instruction 

and a unique learning experience! 

Our golf studio publishes newsletters that include  

informative golf tips, information and deals on 

equipment, and travel.  Mike will list his appearances 

and golf exhibitions/clinics which may come to your 

town.  As you can see, the many services that are 

offered are all part of the Mike Calbot Golf Studio 

unique learning experience. 

We use state of the art video equipment to single out 

the most important areas that need to be addressed and 

to show changes and improvements made. 
 

My approach is to work with the student’s individual 

needs taking into consideration all factors such as age, 

physical condition and time available for the game. 
  

    Where we are different is that the entire session is 

on a take home DVD, not just a few swings.  Your 

swing analysis, the root cause of the problem, your 

instruction and all demonstrations, corrections and any 

discussions, are taped for your personal recall for years 

to come. 
 

Because each client is uniquely different, a file is   

established which has the personal information that has 

been discussed during your sessions and may be     

pertinent to your improvement, along with former  

issues, corrections, drills, exercises and key points 

needed for your progress.  This file can be accessed by 

Mike Calbot for remote assistance if needed.  Mike can 

also send video corrections by email when necessary. 

Complimentary range use the day of your golf instruction. 

One hour private “video DVD”  

golf instruction session   $175.00   

PRICE STRUCTURE  

The Mike Calbot  

International Golf Academy 

1 ½ hours - private instruction on 

“video DVD”   $255.00         

PLAYING LESSON ON-COURSE 

We cover playing strategy  

and course management.  
 

2 hours—$390.00 for one person,  

additional player $100.00 

Extended & Custom Programs  

We have a 24 hour cancellation policy 
 

  No shows and late cancellations 

  will be charged for the appointment. 

2015 –16    

How would you like to play the best 

course in Florida, Old Corkscrew Golf Club? 

As a client of our golf studio we have special  

rates and can make tee times for you year round. 

Call: 239-482-0900 

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 

              Mike Calbot will help you to establish short 

and long term goals by understanding your pathway for 

success by skillfully developing your personal 

Planned, Progressive, Practice program to achieve 

those goals.  Through his unique analysis process and 

his effective art of communication, encouragement and 

personal support, to help you stay focused, you will see           

guaranteed improvement. 
 

 Most golfers never enjoy learning and making steady 

realistic improvement because they do not have a     

personal program designed for success. 

www.oldcorkscrew.com 

Mike has been nominated by both Golf Digest  

Magazine for its America’s 50 Greatest Teaches 

and Golf Magazines top 100 Teachers. 

   10 hour package—$1,500.00 

   20 hour package—$2,800.00 

   30 hour package—$3,900.00 

   50 hour package—$6,000.00 

   70 hour package—$7,700.00 

100 hour package—$10,000.00 

JUNIOR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 
 

Supporting the growth of the game, 
Mike gives a 20 to 40% discount  

to all junior golfers. 


